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The D375 Air Compressor Revolution

Sullivan-Palatek continues to excel in high-end rotary screw air compressors, emphasizing reliability and 
American job support. With a value proposition of quality, efficiency, customer support, cost-effectiveness, 
sustainability, expertise, and compliance, they bring over 1,000 years of collective knowledge to the table, 
making them a trusted choice for compressed air needs.

Unlock unmatched versatility with the D375PHKR model, featuring multiple pressure and flow settings for 
precise applications. With a legendary air end and Kohlers Tier 4 Final Engine, it ensures peak efficiency, 
extended service intervals, unmatched reliability, and the lowest cost of ownership.

PAL-Parts for air compressors offer quality assurance, exact fit, warranty preservation, and consistent 
performance. Following the manufacturer's maintenance schedule, opt for PAL-Parts for longevity and ROI. 
WEATHER-ALL™ COMPRESSOR FLUID is designed for rotary screw air compressors in varying construction 
conditions, offering maximum protection and resistance to foaming, oil oxidation, and corrosion.

Sullivan-Palatek's partnership with SmartEquip streamlines parts procurement, increasing uptime and revenue 
with the click of a button.

Rely on our customer service team for comprehensive support, including technical support, expert advice, and 
routine maintenance by factory-trained personnel.
Sullivan-Palatek – Dependable by Design!

• Reliability and Durability: Engineered for heavy-duty tasks, ensuring performance in challenging environments.
• Efficiency and Fuel Economy: Advanced technology maximizes air output while minimizing fuel consumption.
• Ease of Use and Maintenance: User-friendly designs, intuitive control panels, and accessible service points          
minimize downtime.
• Versatility in Applications: Adaptable to construction, sandblasting, or general air tool use.
• Environmental Compliance: Tier 4 Final engines reduce emissions for a cleaner working environment.
• Portable Design: Compact and lightweight, designed for mobility on various job sites.
• Dual Pressure Capability: Flexibility in adjusting pressure settings for specific applications.
• Innovative Control Systems: Sullivan Palatek Electronic Controller (SPEC) for real-time data and easy monitoring.
• Sound Dampening Technology: Enclosed within sound dampening enclosures for quiet operation.
• Sullivan Palatek Air End: 130mm rotor design ensures reliability, efficiency, and longer maintenance intervals.
• Safety Features: Automatic shutdowns contribute to a secure working environment.
• Warranty Assurance: Three-year, unlimited-hour air end warranty for long-term performance.
*Sullivan-Palatek's industry-leading warranty provides confidence in product quality, peace of mind with extended coverage, and robust      

customer support.

Key Features:


